


ULTIMATE ACCESS: IGUANA X
When the luxury brand Iguana Yachts decided to launch a new range of 
amphibious boats it did so in the knowledge that clients around the world had 
asked for a more solid, rugged boat, at a reduced price point.

A demanding task for the luxury boat manufacturer. Iguana Yachts took 
their time to create a whole new brand of functional boats - Iguana X.  A 
range of rugged boats which will benefit from the luxury brand’s trustworthy 
amphibious technology. Allowing owners to tackle virtually any terrain and sea 
condition. 

The first model from this new brand is the X100 built on 
a Rigid Inflatable Hull which reduces 
production costs and most importantly 
the final client price, making the boat 
available to a wider public.

“With a decade of development 
and technology behind the 
Iguana Yachts Brand it was natural 
evolution that lead us to build the 
X 100 RIB. An easy to maintain, 
understandable and economical boat 
with the added value of an unlimited land 
drive. We have a number of clients who have expressed a need for 
a strong and functional craft that allows them to access their waterfront 
home regardless of infrastructure. A utility boat that can be used for 
watersports, fishing, exploring or simply creating lasting memories on 
the water. Essentially the Iguana X range is providing a new freedom for 
boaters. 
Now any waterfront property owner will have access to a functional 
versatile amphibious boat.” 
Antoine Brugidou, Founder & CEO of Iguana Yachts.



KEY FEATURES

POWER AT YOUR FINGER TIPS
Up to 600 horsepower delivered through twin
outboards

TOP SPEEDS 
Up to 55 mph

EMBARK IN ALL WEATHERS
Seamless transition from land to sea even in 4 ft
waves.

MORE RANGE, MORE USE
A 380l fuel tank fitted as standard takes the 
range up to 150 miles

2 TONNE CAPACITY
A ground capacity of up to 2 tonnes of payload
gives plenty of allowance for guests and 
equipment

UNLIMITED LAND USE
The cooled Hydraulic land drive produces
unlimited drive and maximum torque

STEEP INCLINES
The rugged tracks can climb straight inclines of
29% and on variable beach slopes like coming 
out of the water the capacity can exceed 45%

INTRODUCTION 

Since the launch of the first Iguana Yacht in 2008 there has been a growing 
demand for a less luxurious amphibious boat. A more functional and rugged 
boat that can better fit the requirements of waterside property owners 
who want to launch easily and quickly, or those who cannot build docks or 
pontoons and those affected by tidal constraints.  

For those clients an Iguana Yacht was too lavish, but they had a need for a 
boat that was capable of tackling any terrain. Hence the birth of the Iguana X. 
A strong and practical boat with an unlimited land drive that can conquer soft 
sand, wet mud, even pebbles and rocks. 
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IGUANA X 100 AT A GLANCE

A 10 meter centre console boat fitted with Hypalon Orca 860 
tubes and the added value of Iguana’s trademark amphibious 
tracks will be the  most practical amphibious boat on the 
market.  

The X100 is built as a strong and powerful boat 
with a versatile layout and is set to be the most 
family oriented, fun-to-use amphibious boat 
available. 

The open deck has ample space for up to 12 
passengers and the helm console has plenty 
of space for the clear and easy to use GPS, 
Deepfinder and stereo system. 

The X100 has superb build quality, strength,  
outstanding handling and is able to land in the 
toughest boating conditions as the landing gear 
easily sails above waves of up to 4 ft.

Prices start from €220,000*. This boat is extremely 
competitive and the pre order book is expected to fill 
fast as deposits of only €5,000 are requested to hold a 
space in the production schedule. 

*Excludes VAT & Taxes. 

 
The driving position is designed to give owners maximum 

comfort and support with a twin seat for calmer days fitted as 
standard or the option of a plush captains seat for ultimate 

enjoyment..

As the only amphibious boat manufacturer 
which provides owners unlimited land drive 

functionality the Iguana X gives owners a 
freedom unlike any other boat on the market. 

10 years of product research and 
development have contributed to the design 
of the Iguana X 100. The amphibious tracks 
are perfectly engineered to seamlessly 
fold into the hull of the boat and effortlessly 

deploy at the touch of a button when 
approaching land. 

The powerful amphibious boat can mount 
virtually any terrain on it’s ergonomically designed 

tracks which are rugged enough to move a tank but 
designed to equal the ground pressure of a human 

per square inch, allowing owners to cross any terrain a 
human would and leave the same foot print. 



CONFIGURATION PACKS

The X 100 is a functional and accessible boat at heart and the design team have curated a list of options to suit just about every use. 
From a fitted hard top and integrated head to the all encompassing family and fishing kits they’ve thought of everything.

The well considered Comfort Pack includes spacious U shape seating including isolated storage box and back rest, Helm seating with 
integrated driver and passenger seats and twin reverse seats, Fresh water shower and 600 l of storage. 

The Fishing Pack makes life simpler for any fisherman with 4 integrated rod holders, insulated fish box and macerator, rear foldable 
bench, helm seating with integrated driver and passenger seats and twin reverse seats, 600 l storage and raw water wash-down.

The Electronic pack complete with 10 inch Garmin sat nav, 25v VHF, fish finder, local maps and integrated sound system add to the 
effortless feeling the entire boat exudes. 

While the Extra Power Pack gives owners an extra boost with twin 300hp engines and reinforced carbon fibre structure hull. 
 
The electric anchor makes use easy when needed and the driver stop start system is the same as any modern car. 

The multiple deck layouts make customising the X100 easy be it maximising the generous swim platform for scuba diving or 
transforming the deck into a social space for 16 guests the Iguana X will meet your requirements.



ONE LIFE, MANY LIFESTYLES

The X100 is a flexible boat which can meet any 
demand.

DAY CRUISER
The varied seating options for 16 make the Iguana 
RIB the perfect social boat while integrated head 
instantly extends the time you and your guests can 
enjoy on board.

FISHING
The open deck gives anglers 360 degrees of 
fishability combined with the T-Top and integrated 
rod holders and multiple storage
options for kit which can be easily off loaded on the 
shore or at your door.

EXPLORER
The most rugged tracks allow owners to push 
further than traditional boats would allow, 
conquering hidden coves of powder soft sand is 
easy even with 18 on board.

SUPPLY VESSEL
The Iguana makes an efficient supply vessel. She 
can effortlessly sail to land over waves of up to 4 
feet and comfortably climb most terrains to pick up 
and drop off supplies at your doorstep in
all weather conditions.



BOATING MADE SIMPLE

WHY IS THE IGUANA BETTER THAN A STANDARD BOAT?

HOW LONG DOES IT REALLY TAKE YOU TO REACH BOATING FREEDOM?
Taking your car, finding a parking space, boarding your boat and getting out of the marina 
speed restrictions... With the Iguana the boat is in your garden or on the beach, simply 
board, turn the key and enjoy freedom within seconds.

WORRY FREE
Marina manoeuvres, concerns of collisions within the marina, making sure you have 
properly secured your boat, is this the pleasure of boating? The Iguana is safe, easy to 
manoeuvre, stored on land away from storms, vandalism and opportunistic thieves.

ALL ACCESS
Taking a cooler, picnic, watersports equipment and family to the marina means big planning 
and logistics. 80% of boating accidents happen when passengers embark and disembark. 
The Iguana is a steady and stable on land with a generous secure ladder which family can 
take time to board.

STORAGE OF THE BOAT
How many times have you forgotten equipment at home and needed to return or driven 
back to the marina to double check your boat is secure. With the Iguana this is simple, your 
boat and all your belongings are safe and secure in your own backyard.

EASY MAINTENANCE
Storing the Iguana on land means the boat is always dry and safe, sheltered from bad 
weather and can be easily maintained with no need for anti-fouling.

BEST VALUE
How many times have you not used your boat because it was too much hassle to get to it. 
Current Iguana boat owners use their boat 6 times more than any previous boat they’ve 
owned. No storage charges, marina fees, trailer expenses or pontoon maintenance.

PEACE OF MIND
24/7 support with unlimited telephone technical assistance. Durable materials like stainless 
steel, rubber and aluminium which are made to withstand salty waters are used throughout 
the boat Iguanas are made to provide owners total peace of mind.
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